
Kooduu previews portable LED lamps and accessories 
coming summer 2023 at Maison&Objet in Paris 

 
Haarlem, January 18, 2023  – The Danish/Dutch brand Kooduu will host a stand at the decoration, 
design and lifestyle show Maison&Objet at Paris Nord Villepinte from January 19th to 23th. Along with 
the exhibition of its speaker lamps and drinks holders in one, the brand will give visitors a preview of 
its upcoming wireless lamps collection and speaker lamps accessories. 

Steven Slijper, Managing Director at Kooduu, extends an invitation to visit the Kooduu stand H150 
- I149 on Hall 6 to fair visitors, Kooduu resellers and everyone interested in seeing and hearing first-
hand the existing and upcoming audio and light Kooduu products in Scandinavian style, wholesale 
prices, team or brand: 

"In this edition of the M&O we are giving visitors a sneak peek of our upcoming wireless and smaller 
sources of light in neutral and bold colors operated via a slide dimmer that can be used indoors and 
outdoors. We will be also giving a preview of our upcoming speaker lamps accessories designed to 
elevate the aesthetic and user experience of our speaker lamps. Specially, of the Atmos and Sphere 
designed by Jacob Jensen Design that we launched in the last M&O edition.” 

Let there be light – Wrapped in quintessential Danish Design 

Minimalistic, functional and timeless lighting design work. The quintessence of Scandinavian design, 
now reflected in Kooduu’s wireless and highly portable lamps collection coming summer 2023: 
Fokus, Loome and Sensa.  

Fokus is a portable table lamp with direct, dimmable light: the best companion to put your heart and 
focus into your next project. Loome is a highly portable lantern-like table lamp with diffused 
dimmable light: a beautiful lighting accent that is easy to carry around thanks to its portable handle. 
Sensa is a table lamp that can be used as a bed-side table lamp or on your dining room sideboard 
simply as task-lamp. The three lamps come with a wireless charger included and can provide from 10 
to 80 hours of light before a recharge. 

 



New 3-in-1 speaker lamps accessories 

Kooduu's most iconic products are the Synergy, Atmos and Sphere: multifunctional design objects 
that integrate mood lighting, a Bluetooth speaker and a drinks holder compartment in one. They can 
also be turned into drinks cooler by using Kooduu’s reusable plastic ice-cubes accessory. 
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In this edition of the M&O Kooduu will give a preview of its upcoming accessories: The Extender S 
and L by Jacob Jensen Design are stylish and robust accessories for the Atmos and Sphere. When 
combined with the Heavy Base Plate in brushed silver or brass color finish, users can securely elevate 
their speaker lamps to the height of their choice. The Sphere marble top by Jacob Jensen Design 
transforms the Sphere into a small table and also doubles up as an elegant cutting board. Ice tongs 
in brushed silver or brass color to match the Atmos and Sphere base stands will also be available 
around summer along with USB-A and USB-C adaptors. 

You can contact Kooduu via info@kooduu.com and at stand H150 - I149 on Hall 6 during 
Maison&Objet January 2023 edition, where the brand encourages stand visitors to place their spring 
and summer. 

About Kooduu 

Kooduu is a light, audio and Scandinavian design lifestyle brand that has Dutch and Danish roots and was 
founded in 2017 on the basis of togetherness, happiness, positive ambiance, coziness, innovation and putting a 
smile on people’s faces. The brand invites people to set the mood wherever and whenever. This means all 
products are the perfect companion for any social event, such as a summer barbecue, indoor family 
gatherings, picnics in the park or a romantic evening for two on the couch. Enjoy the cozy minimalism lifestyle 
and create meaningful moments in life with a little help of Kooduu. Vist our stand or website: 
https://kooduu.com  
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